By Greg McKellar

That famous line by Bela Lugosi in the Universal Studios classic
Dracula (1931) warned movie-goers to start carrying crosses and
wearing turtle-necks. Audiences learned from Lugosi's role in the
Broadway production, and from his resurrection of the role on film,
that the vampire Count's favorite drink was blood.
"Dracula doesn't know what he's missing," says GK artist Greg
McKellar. Greg does indeed drink wine. “The redder the better," he
says. But lately, Greg's been drinking the Black Heart Kool-Aid after
having become addicted to our 1:1 scale busts of classic monsters.
And to tell the truth, we and a lot of other folks have started
drinking the Greg McKellar Kool-Aid now that we've gotten a taste
of what he can do with our busts.
After the amazing work he did on our 360° Series Bride of
Frankenstein (This Ain’t Your Daddy’s Bride), we thirsted for what
he would do with another classic bust. This article chronicling Greg’s
work on our Bela Lugosi Dracula wall-hanger is like Kool-Aid with a
little sumthin' sumthin' added.
Lookin’ good, Greg. And, thanks, man, for making Black Heart look
good, too.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dracula! The name strikes fear into the souls of mortal men… and
women. Bela Lugosi, the actor that will always be remembered as
the original and quintessential Count Dracula, portrayed the famous
nosferatu as an aristocrat, a handsome figure in his prime. There
were reports of 1931 Dracula audience members fainting from fright
and others leaving their seats and running from the theater in terror.
These audience reactions are even more remarkable because there
were no fangs, no blood and guts, no hideous make-up, no stereotypical horror ploys to manipulate the audience. Just a chilling stare,
a ghostly pale face, and great acting.
Any self-respecting Universal monsters
collector MUST have a Lugosi Dracula bust
in his/her keep. There have been a few
available in 1:1 scale over the years but they
are hard to find.
Black Heart Enterprises has come to the rescue again. Jeff Yagher’s sculpture is a
stellar rendition of the man and the vampire in a Black Heart’s 1:1 wall-hanger
bust. This is no small feat as many sculptors will tell you that Bela Lugosi is a
very difficult subject to get right.
Folks, Black Heart and Yagher got it right!

I must say that, for me, painting a human likeness is a lot more difficult than going for a blood and guts
horrorfest. I wanted to make Dracula look virile and strong but still creepy yet in a subtle way.

Prep and Primer
Prep of the bust was minimal, a little sanding
here and there and a bit of material shaved off
with an X-Acto knife. I washed it with dish
detergent to remove any residual mold
release. Afterward, I primed the bust in black
and white. Pretty basic stuff.

Base Coat
I was in the midst of mixing a custom color for
the base coat for Dracula’s skin when I
decided not to reinvent the wheel. Instead, I
airbrushed Garage Kits US (GK) Pale Flesh. To
my surprise it was way too orange. So, I wiped
it down leaving this color in the recesses of
the face. I then uncorked some GK SemiTransparent Garage Kit Flesh. This was a
much better fit and the darker color from
underneath made a nice contrast. Alas,
another fortunate accident.

Skin Tone Pallet
I was spending a good deal of time contemplating how I would get the flesh effect that I wanted. After
weighing many options, I decided to experiment with a spattering technique. I went old school and used
a chipping brush for the honors. I know an airbrush offers more control but I haven’t had much luck
getting mine to put out a consistent spatter. Besides, I am going to do the whole face; so, control is not a
big issue.
Having thought about doing a large scale model in oils for a while, I decided to use oil paints instead of
acrylics. I figured if it went wrong, I could just wipe it off, do a U-turn, and try something else. Oils offer
the opportunity to change your mind as often as you need because of the long drying time.
I used the following oil colors for spattering in this order:
 Titanium White
 Phthalo Blue: Really light with this one. A little goes a long way.
 Sap Green: Ditto as blue
 Dark Violet
 Yellow Ochre
 Burnt Sienna
 Alizarin Red
 Burnt Umber
I think the order is important because each color reacts with the
previous colors. You can eliminate colors that don’t fit the color
scheme you want, e.g., if you want a “cooler” pallet with dead looking
skin, you can eliminate Burnt Sienna and Violet from the order.
I mixed each color in a small specimen cup adding about a tablespoon
of thinner to about as much paint to cover the tip of a tooth pick. It is a
very thin wash. If it were any thicker, the edges of the spatter won’t
disperse or fade into each other. I like spattering an oil wash because
my experience with acrylics is that they dry too fast for this result.

So, I dip the chipping
brush into the wash and
then just flip away. The
changes are subtle but
they build as other
colors are added. I am
very pleased with the
result. Unfortunately it
is difficult to see in a
photo.

Shading
Since I feel that there are areas that can use some highlights and shading, I use the same colors as
previously and take a chipping or similar large brush and apply color where I want it. For instance, I got
a little heavy with the red on his nose. Dracula looked like he contracted a cold. Not what I was going for.
As a result, I took some of the titanium white and the chipping brush and dabbled down the bridge of the
nose and on the highest point on the nostrils. It worked pretty well even though it took several coats to
build up the desired effect.

I keep the mix for these applications very thin but perhaps not as thin as the initial spatter mixes. I
continue with this process, placing blue, red, violet, burnt sienna, in the creases and shading areas. This
takes a fair amount of time but remember that if you make a mistake, it’s easy to take off and try again.
Just do it until you feel you are there.

Lips
My first go at putting in the lips was a laugh. While looking at paintings, photographs, and whatever I
could find on the internet, I saw many depictions of Bela with dark lips. So I figured to go with that. I
mixed some Burnt Umber and Quinacridone Violet (who makes up these names?).
Take a gander. He looks like he is auditioning for a part in La Cage Aux Folles. I ran this pic by George at
Black Heart and he agreed with me that this version of Dracula was more suggestive of a transvestite
than a Transylvanian.

So, that was scrapped for a more natural, muted rosy-flesh color.

Eyes: The Windows to the Soulless
The area around the eyes presented a conundrum for me. I knew I wanted Dracula to look fairly normal
and “healthy” for a vampire. I wanted to show Bela Lugosi as he might have been at his peak but I also
wanted to show a bit of the monster underneath and thought that this is best expressed through the eyes.

With that in mind, punched up the area around the eyes with a little red, violet, blue and burnt umber
from my original palette and, again, very thinned down. Everything is painted with layers of extremely
thinned paint whether with oils or acrylics. The effect is subtle and takes time but the effort pays off.

My goal for Dracula’s eyes was to have him stare you down
as if he is putting you in a trance. Mr. Lugosi had light blue
eyes but I want these to really pop as they are the
centerpiece of this bust.
First, I use a mix of white, cool grey, and burnt umber FW
inks to make an oyster shell primer for the eye. Next, I take
some Yellow Ochre and Burnt Umber oils to wash over the
base, pushing it around, darkening the edges with the
umber and taking a brush with thinner to bring out the
whiter oyster color of the base underneath.
There’s a lot of oil on this bust. So, I figure it’s time to bake
him in order to dry the paint. I use a 100-watt lamp at
close proximity to help to speed things up. Since the paints
are fairly diluted, drying should only take a few hours. I’ll
continue when the eyes are dry.

The Eyeballs
I can’t draw a circle to save
my life! So, I take a washer
the size of the iris and cut a
circle of blue tape. I
then take this tape and move
it around until I like the iris
placement. I outline it with a
pencil and get ready to paint.
After consulting some color references to his eyes, they need to be a very light blue with some dark blue
outer portions to the iris. To make his eyes seem ominous, I am going to put a nearly white hue as it
proceeds towards the center, making the pupil pop. I chose to do the eyes in oils and, true to form, as I
was blocking in the darker outer ring of the iris, the blue got on the sclera and all over. A clean up and
repair job will take place when the oils dry. Keep in mind that it is only paint and there is no mistake that
can’t be fixed.

I blended the outer ring with a little dark violet and then filled in the rest of the iris with various shades of
light blue and put a little white around where the pupil will go. Once that dried, I added varying shades of
blue striations by py putting a dab of Titanium White and a dab Prussian Blue oils opposite each other. I
then blend them in the middle for all kinds of color variations that I can use for the striations.

To finish, I tape a small washer with the hole exposed to the eye,
‘cause I am “circularly challenged.” Then, I mist black FW ink for
the pupil. For the blood shot effect I used Cadmium Red Deep oil.
Eventually, I gloss the eyes with two or three coats of Krylon
Triple-Thick Crystal Clear Glaze to complete the eyes and to
bring the undead Count to life.

Hair
Dracula’s hair is black, of course. So, the
simplest thing to do is just paint it black and
leave it at that. Nooo!! A kit this nicely
sculpted deserves more.
I took Createx black and painted the hair. After
that was dry, I added highlights with Paynes
Grey oil paint, just to break it up a bit. The
paint goes on my finger and I just go over the
area where I want it highlighted.
I have noticed black hair often gives off a
greenish highlight, no doubt an effect given off
when light passes through the black hair
strand. I wanted to employ this color but
figured it only would work in the daylight; so, I
gave up on the idea for the obvious reason.

Hairline
I have noticed an increased use of pastel chalks by some of the most notable GK artists. I pulled out a set
that I bought 35 years ago and had only used once or twice. Wanting to make the transition from the skin
to hairline, I decided to use these pastel chalks (“the poor man’s airbrush”). I first took black pastel and
with a short stiff brush made a fuzzy line at the hairline. I next took a reddish brown color and
broadened the line a bit. I think the result is very satisfactory.
I also used a little pastel on the lip area touch up and to better define the laugh lines a tiny bit.

Cape The base coat of the cape is black, of course. I
punched up the highlights, almost imperceptibly, just to
provide some depth and a bit of contrast. I never use a solid
color on a surface. There are no solid colors in life so I try
to bring that to all my projects.
Shirt I was once told there is no such thing as pure white
and pure black. One demands the totality of light and the
other the total absence of light. I can’t remember where I
got that but it makes sense. Considering this, I painted the
shirt an off- white, on the cool scale of color. I added FW
Cool Gray ink to Createx White and applied with a brush,
then a bit of over spray. This eliminates that glaring high white tone that can take attention away from
the face.

Bow Tie, Studs and Vest
I painted the bow tie and
the vest using a warmer
shade of white for contrast.
The mix was Createx White,
just a drop of FW Ink
Yellow Ochre and FW Ink
Cool Grey to cut down the
intensity of the yellow.
I did the shading and edge
definition of the clothing
with a mix of grey oil paint
so blending is more natural
looking.
The shirt stud bases were painted with gold printer’s ink and highlighted with aluminum metal powder.
Both are mixed with Liquin and paint very easily. The pearls are painted with FW Pearlescent White ink.
This whole process is done after the bust has been sealed and dulled with Model Master 4636 Flat. If you
put a sealant on the metal powders, the metallic nature turns dull and unappealing. The studs are
outlined for depth and detail.

Finis
I always learn something new when
doing a project. Adaptation is one of the
aspects of painting that I like. I learned
that oil paints have a place in the
painter’s armamentarium, no matter
what the scale. And, I might even reintroduce pastels as an alternative when
needed.
It is very satisfying to have finally
painted a Bela Lugosi Dracula. Black
Heart did a wonderful job of presenting a
beautiful version for the GK hobbyist.
This is a very worthwhile addition to any
collection.
Thanks to Black Heart for asking me to
write this article and to show some
different techniques to consider for your
next project.

Greg
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